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*Draft* INCA 2200 TABLE SAW ARBOR BEARINGS REPLACEMENT *Draft* 

Need bearings?  If you hear grinding noises while running, or a sort of a howl and find that, 

manually, you experience difficulty in turning/rotating the saw blade by hand your 2200 is 

probably a fair candidate for bearings replacement.  We skip ‘standard disclaimers’ here. If 

you’ve gotten to this document you already know what they are.  Follow them.  Thanks. 

Normally, the sealed arbor bearings should last a fairly long time in the 2200.  There is at least 

one problem area, though, partially caused by Inca 2200 design and partially caused by the User 

him/herself.   The 2200 is designed to be run in conjunction with a capable dust collector.  ‘Yes’, 

you can run it without one [which I was forced to do when rebuilding my garage], but I don’t 

recommend it.  Without an adequate dust collector one finds that sawdust builds up inside the 

arbor housing – pressing against the shaft and……….. the arbor bearings.  Ummmm!  This 

happens due to the open vertical ‘hole’ that goes down through the cast iron table top and 

through both the arbor housing and the threaded arbor spindle shaft – where one inserts the 

arbor locking bar rod for freezing the shaft in place against rotation so that the blade can be 

changed. 

 

The picture above was taken, back-lighted, from above, blade insert plate removed, arbor shaft 

removed as well.  The hole is only around ½” to 5/8” in diameter, but will allow sawdust to get 

into the arbor spindle shaft housing to the extent that, over time, it will become completely 

packed with sawdust.  Thus, under resulting sawdust pressure some of it can and will creep into 

the sealed bearings.  ‘Sayonara’ bearings!  On next page is another picture, also taken from the 

removed insert plate location, but from a higher elevation and also with the spidle removed. 
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Not surprisingly, the first thing one does is to remove the saw blade, using the Inca-supplied 

wrench, or equivalent.  If you have a digital camera and as poor a memory as I do you might find 

it helpful to take pictures as you go through your work sequences.  These just might come in 

handy later.   We note here that the nut holding the blade turns, not clockwise to tighten, but 

counter-clockwise – thus you have to remove the nut on that blade end of the spindle shaft by 

turning it clockwise.  But, you already knew that, though, right?  We leave the arbor locking bar 

rod in place [I used a large screwdriver as a substitute].    

Now loosen and remove the four Phillips-type screws holding the cabinet side cover plate on.  

We now see the nut on the other, outer end of the shaft, a different diameter nut by the way, 

[approx. 1 3/16” socket used – slightly too large, yes, but I don’t have metric sockets up in that 

range] which turns in the opposite direction – clockwise to tighten and counter clockwise to 

loosen.  This reminder is useful [at least for me] because all too often the nut is so tight that one 

forgets what direction to turn is required to loosen it. [different from the other shaft end side!]  

In my own case I had to use a breaker-bar along with the 1 3/16” socket to pop the sucker loose. 

 

 

It is your own choice as to whether to remove the serpentine-type belt first, or after the nut is 

removed, albeit ‘first’ was easiest for me.  The aluminum wheel in the above picture should 

slide off the shaft easily.  Be careful in doing so as there is a small steel ‘key’ inserted in a shaft 

slot that serves to hold the also slotted pulley wheel from rotating on the shaft and, if not 

watched, can ‘drop out’ and fall down ‘somewhere’ on the floor and could get lost.  Ummmm!   
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 With the pulley wheel now removed you will see the bearing, but will also note two small Allen-

head screws, one on each side of the bearing, slightly overlapping the bearing edges, 9 o’clock/3 

o’clock  positioned.  They take a 4 MM Allen wrench and must be removed as the flanges of 

those two screws overlap the bearing’s edges.  They also serve as a ‘projection’ to prevent you 

from tightening the nuts to the extent that they bind the shaft from turning freely.   

At this point you now have both nuts removed from the shaft and the two Allen ‘holding screws’ 

removed from the exterior shaft housing side.  Now begins a more or less ‘grunt’ part. 

If your 2200 was manufactured to correct specifications you will not be able to pull the spindle 

shaft out of the housing by hand – the tolerances are just too tight.  Find yourself a block of 

wood, preferably around 1 ½” x 1 ½” in diameter and at least 6” - 10” long.  Place one end 

against the outside steel shaft end [don’t forget! – vertical arbor locking bar, above arbor 

housing, should now be removed!] and tap the outer block/arbor shaft end with a hammer.  

You may end up having to pound most vigorously to break the shaft/bearings loose.  The wood 

is to keep from damaging the threads [from using steel hammer against steel shaft end].  

Replacing a damaged arbor spindle shaft with a new one can be a very expensive proposition! 

Ummmm!  Both bearings will probably not come out together.  You may have to do a partial 

reassembly of the inside parts to hold the shaft in place while you tap from inside the insert 

plate throat.  At least, I had to. 

As you remove the parts from their designated locations it is helpful to place them in a safe 

place in removal sequence.  See pic, on next page: 
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The parts shown above on the left side of the arbor spindle shaft were removed from the 

outside position of the 2200 cabinet and the parts further up on the right side of the shaft were 
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removed from inside, through the saw blade insert plate throat opening.  In the very back, in 

their packages, are the new bearings.  We note that both the two unique-shaped Allen screws 

and the shaft ‘key’ are small, easy to lose, hard to replace parts.  Ummmm!  The aluminum 

pulley [note the grooves] is lying with its outside face up.  This was so I wouldn’t forget which 

way the pulley wheel was to be restored back onto the shaft.  At my age it is easy to ‘get dumb’.  

You also see the old bearings lying there as well.  The ones I took out this time were Japanese 

HSK bearings, part number 6006V.  They had previously replaced the original Taiwanese 

bearings that had come from the factory. 

Clean out the arbor housing as thoroughly as possible – vacuum cleaner/what have you.  Also 

take some very fine steel wool [#0000 grade is good and shouldn’t scratch the steel] and go over 

the inner housing surfaces where the bearings resided.  There may be accumulated dust or oil 

hardened to a varnish-like consistency.   Also use the fine steel wool to clean the arbor shaft, 

particularly in the area of where the bearings were in contact.  These bearings fit very tight. 

At this point, I realized that I didn’t want to go through this exercise again – at least in the near 

future.  While I had [finally] hooked up my dust collector I wanted more ‘insurance’.  To this 

extent what I wanted was a simple piece of duct tape over that arbor shaft housing hole [seen in 

the very first photo] that could be easily removed [for blade changing] and replaced, but would 

help serve to keep dust out of the arbor housing internals.  My concern, though, was that maybe 

this ‘hole’ also served as an arbor housing ‘cooling vent’ and if I covered it up then I might risk 

some possibility of bearing overheating.[?]  To counter this I purchased a replacement set of 

HSK bearings, pretty much the same as the 6006Vs, but this time model/part number 

6006DDUC3.  These were expensive [U.S. $75 a pair, including sales tax], but are a bearing 

variation supposed to be able to use in higher temperature environments.  Considering the 

amount of work I was going through it seemed a small price to pay for a little bit more of 

‘insurance’.  Well, probably overkill, yes? 

The bearings do not slide easily onto the spindle shaft into their designated positions!  They fit 

tight!  [Did I say that already?]  What I did here was to position the shaft in the housing, with the 

outside bearing loose on the shaft, in ‘start’ position, aluminum pulley wheel/key installed after 

the bearing, and then nut, and then assembled enough of the inside shaft’s tightening parts 

[nut] and used my wrench to slowly and carefully tighten the outside nut and ‘work’ the outside 

bearing over the shaft’s ‘barrel’ and into its final shaft/housing position.  Be careful here to 

ensure that the bearing is going on straight so that you don’t damage it!  Ummmm!   

To do the inside bearing I had to first install the two outside Allen 4MM screws over the outer 

bearing and use them as ‘backing’, for sliding the shaft’s inside bearing onto the shaft.  In short, I 

used the two opposing spindle shaft nuts to tighten and literally ‘compress’ the bearings onto 

the shaft.   

After you’ve completed this operation, rotate the shaft by hand to ensure that it doesn’t ‘bind’ 

anywhere.  It should turn reasonably easy with your fingers.  Once the bearings seemed to be in 

their correct position depths I was able to re-install the other removed parts.  If you’re in doubt 

about this aspect of bearing position measurement/placement it might be worthwhile to take a 

digital picture here of the old bearing’s position before you remove it. 
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This may sound funny, but now we come to a somewhat tricky part.  You will note from the 

picture of the outside cabinet-housing-opening, and aluminum pulley wheel, that the opening 

itself is just barely large enough to easily get at that pulley, belt, and nut.   Well, O.K………..   

The problem you discover is that when you removed the outer pulley wheel, the grooved 

serpentine-type belt [mine was TEXROPE VSX 08664 J, with a “367” number located off to the 

left side] not only came ‘off’ that wheel, but probably has also come off the pulley wheel down 

below, on the motor, which is completely hidden from view/access by the cabinet housing !  

Even with my small hands I had an almost impossible time in attempting to both ‘loop’ the belt 

from outside the cabinet, and from above, through that little small opening, down onto the non-

viewable correct grooved lower pulley wheel tracks hidden down below while, at the same 

time, trying to ‘roll’ the upper loop of that belt onto the upper arbor housing pulley wheel 

tracks.  It must have taken at least 20 attempts to get both on together without one or the other 

belt loop ends falling off first in the process.  Grrrrrr!!  Bummer, it was.   

In fact, if I knew I was going to go through this operation again in a near future I think that I 

would extend [saw/cut] the steel cabinet side opening both wider and further down and make 

up a new, larger cover plate out of sheet aluminum to cover the then enlarged opening.  The 

Inca 2200 manufacturers must have had some simpler method of installing that belt than what I 

found.   Unless two people did this operation it would be difficult/impossible to approach that 

lower wheel from the other side of the cabinet. 

I hope I have remembered the above steps correctly and if there are any observed errors, 

questions and/or confusion as to what I was describing above let me know and I will update 

these instructions.  And………………………… 

Each of us has our own approach to woodworking – whatever works best for us is probably 

‘right’.  On the following page is displayed my assembled Inca 2200.  If you look closely you will 

note that it is set up ‘left handed’, one, because I am left handed and two, because when cutting 

angled blade cuts I don’t like to have the saw blade pointing in at the fence.  Bothers me. 

My re-built garage is a one-and-a-half story 21’ x 36’affair, with two cars, [wife’s ’73 Buick 

Riviera coupe, my ’65 Cad Eldorado convertible], two motorcycles, a bunch of stored hardwood, 

and an outboard motor.  With the two [large!] cars in it am somewhat pressed for shop space – 

mostly crammed into a 9 ½’ x 21’ area.  In this, I run the Inca 2200, my own designed/built 

router table, own designed/built, twin vise carpenter’s bench, DeWalt sliding compound miter 

saw,  modified Ryobi woodworker’s drill press, 1 ½ HP Sun dust collector, and a Williams & 

Hussey molder/planer.  All equipment is set up so that the working surfaces of each are at the 

same level – to support longer pieces of work.   To squeeze all this in, the Sun dust collector had 

to be mounted extending up through the ceiling, half way between the ground floor and the 

attic.  The drill press itself is mounted about half way up the attic stairs, at ‘floor’ level of the 

attic, operated from standing on the stairs, with another work bench [for steel-type work] 

directly above the drill press, accessible from the other [attic] side.  Much attic space is 

dedicated to a 4’ x 8’ glue table operation. 

It’s not finished.  Such things never really get finished.  That’s O.K.  I’ve got time.  I’m only 77.  

Hell, I’ve got, well, …………….at least ‘days’ left<g>. 
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Table saw?  Good saw.  Will outlast me.  Only relative with any real mechanical ability seems to 

be my daughter.  When I go to that Big Work Shop in the Sky, she gets it…………………….. 

 


